The field imperfections in the mass spectrometers were studied by means of two Plasma desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometers. The experiment was performed by investigating the influence of the field leakage due to the post acceleration on the measured values of the initial axial energy of secondary ions, in the presence of the grounded grids, which are usually employed to separate the fields inside the mass spectrometers. It has been found that the changes of 0.4% in the effective lengths of the acceleration gap and the field free region respectively are possible due to the field penetration into those regions from the post acceleration gap of the mass spectrometer. The analyses also show clearly the significance of the influence of the field penetration of the post acceleration on the measured values of the initial axial energy. The initial axial energies of H*, Hj + , ^Li + , ^Li + , Na + and Cs + measured under the minimum field penetration condition were found to be 4.7 eV, 4.7 eV, 0.6 eV, 0.7 eV, 0.7 eV and 1.3 eV respectively, and they had been reduced to 4.4 eV, 4.4 eV, 0.3 eV, 0.4 eV, 0.4 eV and 1.0 eV once the values were corrected separately for field penetration. These results indicate that the field penetration through a grid is a secondary effect and it is hardly unavoidable in the mass spectrometers.
INTRODUCTION
Ion optical properties associated with electric fields play an important role in mass spectrometers as most of them consist of at least one of the ion optic systems such as gaps with constant accelerating and post accelerating fields, Einzel lenses, deflection plates, and ion reflectors 1 ' 2 . These ion optic systems are expected to provide required effects while confining their electric fields to the respective geometrical spaces occupied by diese devices inside the mass spectrometer. However, in reality the electric fields cannot be confined completely to specific regions, and therefore the demarcations of such electric fields are not properly defined in mass spectrometers. This results in the field penetration and the field inhomogeneity inside mass spectrometers 2 ' 3 .
In time-of-flight mass spectrometers, the time-of-flight (TOF) of an ion is a direct experimental observation, which can be accumulated to generate a TOF spectrum, and later analysed to extract parameters such as mass, velocity and energy of the ion. Figure 1 shows the various regions through which an ion travels from its generating point till it reaches the stop detector. The TOF of an ion depends on the ion path, which is determined by the electric field lines present in the mass spectrometer. Hence, the field penetration through the grids, which are used to separate various electric field regions inside a mass spectrometer, is a prominent factor that affects the TOF of an ion. It also results in a divergence of the secondary ion away from the expected path. The divergence of a secondary ion depends on the grid size and the wire diameter of the grid 4 . Furthermore, it has been shown that a smaller grid size and a smaller wire diameter reduce the beam divergence. However, the TOF equation that is used to extract various parameters related to the ion is generally derived assuming that the applied electric fields are uniform, and well confined to the respective regions 5 . Hence the field penetration effects due to the grids are not included in the derivation of the TOF equation which is used to analyse most of the experimental observations. In most of the mass spectrometric studies the field penetration is usually considered as a second order effect, which introduces errors into such measurements. However, when making precise measurements on parameters whose magnitudes themselves are comparable with such errors, then those effects need to be taken in to account. In general when a transparent grid is used to separate two electrostatic field regions, it modifies the applied electric field on either side of the grid 6,7 due to the field penetration, and produces 'localized microlensing effects' 8 at the proximity of the grid openings. Such field penetrations give rise to an average effective potential on the grid which is different from the applied potential to the
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The expression for the total TOF for such an ion, i.e. the TOF equation, is given in Eq. 1, Where m and q are the mass and the charge of the desorbed secondary ion and To is die time off-set. To includes the propagation delays due to the electronics, delays occurring in the start and stop detectors, and also the time difference between the actual desorption event and the starting time of the TOF measurement. Ea is the initial kinetic energy 37 grid. This change in the effective potential in turn has the effect of changing the shortrange as well as long-range fields and potentials on both sides of the grid 7 .
In this paper, we report a study of such effects by investigating the influence of the field leakage from the post acceleration grid employed in a Plasma desorption TOF mass spectrometer (PDMS) on the measured values of the initial axial energy 5 of secondary ions.
Initial axial energy
The 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The two sets of measurements employing Colombo and Uppsala mass spectrometers were performed independently after minimising the possible field leakage from the stop detector sections as described above. Field penetrations to the flight region from the start detector is considered negligible, as the latter is located away and well shielded due to the presence of grounded metal parts inside the mass spectrometer. After analysing the mass spectrometer constants, the initial axial energy values were extracted for different post acceleration voltages, which act as the main 'source' of field leakage. It should be noted that the field penetration from the acceleration grid to the field free region is less at least by a factor of five as the acceleration field was kept at low values compared to the post acceleration field. Table 1 . Table 3 .
Pairs of lines drawn for all the different secondary ions seem to converge on or near the axis yielding (E a )n values (see Figure 3) . The errors in intercepts of the two lines of all the plots except the one for hydrogen are within the acceptable error limits of the initial axial energies of 0.1 eV. These values can be considered as the initial axial energies of the secondary ions corrected for the field leakage due to the stop detector. Table 2 Table 3 . These values are much closer
to the values obtained in Uppsala with a minimum post acceleration voltage (see Table 3 ).
The main difference between the mass spectrometers used for the measurements. in 
